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All 8s Starting N- 

NABOBERY ABBENORY state of being nabob (one who becomes rich and prominent) [n -RIES] 

NABOBESS ABBENOSS female nabob [n -ES] 

NABOBISH ABBHINOS NABOB, one who becomes rich and prominent [adj] 

NABOBISM ABBIMNOS great wealth and luxury [n -S] 

NACELLES ACEELLNS NACELLE, shelter on aircraft [n] 

NACREOUS ACENORSU NACRE, pearly internal layer of certain shells [adj] 

NAETHING AEGHINNT nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [n -S] 

NAFFNESS AEFFNNSS quality of lacking taste or style [n -ES] 

NAGGIEST AEGGINST NAGGY, given to nagging [adj] 

NAGGINGS AGGGINNS NAGGING, act of finding fault incessantly [n] 

NAGWARES AAEGNRSW NAGWARE, software that is at first free but often reminds user to pay for it [n] 

NAILFOLD ADFILLNO fold of skin around fingernail [n -S] 

NAILHEAD AADEHILN top of nail [n -S] 

NAILLESS AEILLNSS lacking nails [adj] 

NAILSETS AEILNSST NAILSET, steel rod for driving nail into something [n] 

NAINSOOK AIKNNOOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

NAIVETES AEEINSTV NAIVETE, quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n] 

NAKEDEST ADEEKNST NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NALOXONE AELNNOOX chemical compound [n -S] 

NAMEABLE AABEELMN NAME, to give title to [adj] 

NAMELESS AEELMNSS lacking distinction or fame [adj] 

NAMESAKE AAEEKMNS one who is named after another [n -S] 

NAMETAGS AAEGMNST NAMETAG, tag bearing one's name worn for identification [n] 

NAMETAPE AAEEMNPT tape bearing one's name worn for identification [n -S] 

NANDINAS AADINNNS NANDINA, Asian shrub [n] 

NANKEENS AEEKNNNS NANKEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

NANNYING AGINNNNY NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANNYISH AHINNNSY resembling children's nurse [adj] 

NANOBOTS ABNNOOST NANOBOT, very small self-propelled machine [n] 

NANOGRAM AAGMNNOR unit of mass and weight [n -S] 

NANOTECH ACEHNNOT technology of building electronic devices from individual atoms and molecules [n -S] 

NANOTUBE ABENNOTU microscopic tube [n -S] 

NANOWATT AANNOTTW unit of power [n -S] 

NAPALMED AADELMNP NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v] 

NAPERIES AEEINPRS NAPERY, table linen [n] 

NAPHTHAS AAHHNPST NAPHTHA, volatile liquid [n] 

NAPHTHOL AHHLNOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

NAPHTHYL AHHLNPTY radical derived from naphthalene [n -S] 

NAPHTOLS AHLNOPST NAPHTOL, naphthol (chemical compound) [n] 

NAPIFORM AFIMNOPR shaped like turnip [adj] 

NAPOLEON AELNNOOP type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

NAPPIEST AEINPPST NAPPY, kinky (tightly curled) [adj] 

NAPROXEN AENNOPRX anti-inflammatory drug [n -S] 

NARCEINE ACEEINNR opium derivative [n -S] 

NARCEINS ACEINNRS NARCEIN, narceine (opium derivative) [n] 

NARCISMS ACIMNRSS NARCISM, excessive love of oneself [n] 
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NARCISSI ACIINRSS bulbous flowering plants [n NARCISSI] 

NARCISTS ACINRSST NARCIST, one given to narcism [n] 

NARCOMAS AACMNORS NARCOMA, stupor induced by narcotic [n] 

NARCOSES ACENORSS NARCOSIS, drug-induced stupor [n] 

NARCOSIS ACINORSS drug-induced stupor [n -SES] 

NARCOTIC ACCINORT drug that dulls senses [n -S] 

NARGHILE AEGHILNR hookah (water pipe) [n -S] 

NARGILEH AEGHILNR narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

NARGILES AEGILNRS NARGILE, narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n] 

NARKIEST AEIKNRST NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NARRATED AADENRRT NARRATE, to tell story [v] 

NARRATER AAENRRRT narrator (one that narrates (to tell story)) [n -S] 

NARRATES AAENRRST NARRATE, to tell story [v] 

NARRATOR AANORRRT one that narrates (to tell story) [n -S] 

NARROWED ADENORRW NARROW, to make narrow [v] 

NARROWER AENORRRW NARROW, of little width [adj] 

NARROWLY ALNORRWY NARROW, of little width [adv] 

NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

NARWHALS AAHLNRSW NARWHAL, arctic aquatic mammal [n] 

NASALISE AAEILNSS to nasalize (to produce sounds nasally) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NASALISM AAILMNSS nasality (quality or instance of being produced nasally) [n -S] 

NASALITY AAILNSTY quality or instance of being produced nasally [n -TIES] 

NASALIZE AAEILNSZ to produce sounds nasally [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NASCENCE ACCEENNS nascency (birth; origin) [n -S] 

NASCENCY ACCENNSY birth; origin [n -CIES] 

NASTIEST AEINSSTT NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

NATALITY AAILNTTY birth rate [n -TIES] 

NATANTLY AALNNTTY NATANT, floating or swimming [adv] 

NATATION AAINNOTT act of swimming (to propel oneself in water by natural means) [n -S] 

NATATORY AANORTTY pertaining to swimming (act of one that swims) [adj] 

NATHLESS AEHLNSST nevertheless [adv] 

NATIONAL AAILNNOT citizen of nation [n -S] 

NATIVELY AEILNTVY in inborn (existing in one from birth) manner [adv] 

NATIVISM AIIMNSTV policy of favoring interests of native inhabitants [n -S] 

NATIVIST AIINSTTV advocate of nativism [n -S] 

NATIVITY AIINTTVY process of being born [n -TIES] 

NATRIUMS AIMNRSTU NATRIUM, sodium (metallic element) [n] 

NATTERED ADEENRTT NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

NATTERER AEENRRTT one that natters (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n -S] 

NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NATURALS AALNRSTU NATURAL, type of musical note [n] 

NATURISM AIMNRSTU nudism (practice of going nude) [n -S] 

NATURIST AINRSTTU nudist (advocate of nudism) [n -S] 

NAUMACHY AACHMNUY mock sea battle [n -HIES] 

NAUPLIAL AAILLNPU NAUPLIUS, form of certain crustaceans [adj] 

NAUPLIUS AILNPSUU form of certain crustaceans [n -II] 

NAUSEANT AAENNSTU agent that induces nausea [n -S] 
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NAUSEATE AAEENSTU to affect with nausea [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NAUSEOUS AENOSSUU affected with nausea [adj] 

NAUTCHES ACEHNSTU NAUTCH, dancing exhibition in India [n] 

NAUTICAL AACILNTU pertaining to ships [adj] 

NAUTILUS AILNSTUU spiral-shelled mollusk [n -LI, -ES] 

NAVARINS AAINNRSV NAVARIN, lamb stew with vegetables [n] 

NAVETTES AEENSTTV NAVETTE, gem cut in pointed oval form [n] 

NAVICERT ACEINRTV document permitting vessel passage through naval blockade [n -S] 

NAVIGATE AAEGINTV to plan and control course of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NAYSAYER AAENRSYY one that denies or opposes something [n -S] 

NAZIFIED ADEFIINZ NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 

NAZIFIES AEFIINSZ NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 

NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

NEARNESS AEENNRSS state of being near (situated within short distance) [n -ES] 

NEARSIDE ADEEINRS left side [n -S] 

NEATENED ADEEENNT NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEATHERD ADEEHNRT cowherd (one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines)) [n -S] 

NEATNESS AEENNSST state of being neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [n -ES] 

NEATNIKS AEIKNNST NEATNIK, compulsively neat person [n] 

NEBBISHY BBEHINSY NEBBISH, meek person [adj] 

NEBULISE BEEILNSU to nebulize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NEBULIZE BEEILNUZ to reduce to fine spray [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NEBULOSE BEELNOSU nebulous (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

NEBULOUS BELNOSUU unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

NECKBAND ABCDEKNN band worn around neck (part of body joining head to trunk) [n -S] 

NECKINGS CEGIKNNS NECKING, small molding near top of column [n] 

NECKLACE ACCEEKLN to kill by placing tire around neck and setting it on fire [v -D, -CING, -S] 

NECKLESS CEEKLNSS having no neck [adj] 

NECKLETS CEEKLNST NECKLET, close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n] 

NECKLIKE CEEIKKLN resembling neck [adj] 

NECKLINE CEEIKLNN line formed by neck opening of garment [n -S] 

NECKTIES CEEIKNST NECKTIE, strip of fabric worn around neck [n] 

NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR] 

NECROPSY CENOPRSY to perform autopsy on [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

NECROSED CDEENORS NECROSE, to affect with necrosis [v] 

NECROSES CEENORSS NECROSE, to affect with necrosis [v] / NECROSIS, death of living tissue [n] 

NECROSIS CEINORSS death of living tissue [n -SES] 

NECROTIC CCEINORT NECROSIS, death of living tissue [adj] 

NEEDFULS DEEFLNSU NEEDFUL, something that is needed [n] 

NEEDIEST DEEEINST NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLERS DEEELNRS NEEDLER, one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n] 

NEEDLESS DEEELNSS not necessary [adj] 

NEEDLING DEEGILNN act of one who needles [n -S] / NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEGATERS AEEGNRST NEGATER, one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n] 

NEGATING AEGGINNT NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

NEGATION AEGINNOT act of negating (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

NEGATIVE AEEGINTV NEGATIVITY [n] / to veto (to forbid or prevent authoritatively) [v -D, -VING, -S] 
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NEGATONS AEGNNOST NEGATON, negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n] 

NEGATORS AEGNORST NEGATOR, negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n] 

NEGATORY AEGNORTY expressing negation (act of negating (to nullify)) [adj] 

NEGATRON AEGNNORT electron (elementary particle) [n -S] 

NEGLECTS CEEGLNST NEGLECT, to fail to pay attention to [v] 

NEGLIGEE EEEGGILN woman's dressing gown [n -S] 

NEGLIGES EEGGILNS NEGLIGE, negligee (woman's dressing gown) [n] 

NEGROIDS DEGINORS NEGROID, member of black race [n] 

NEGRONIS EGINNORS NEGRONI, alcoholic beverage [n] 

NEIGHBOR BEGHINOR to live close to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEIGHING EGGHIINN NEIGH, to utter cry of horse [v] 

NEKTONIC CEIKNNOT NEKTON, free-swimming marine animals [adj] 

NELUMBOS BELMNOSU NELUMBO, aquatic herb [n] 

NEMATICS ACEIMNST NEMATIC, liquid crystal in particular phase [n] 

NEMATODE ADEEMNOT kind of worm [n -S] 

NEMESIAS AEEIMNSS NEMESIA, flowering African plant [n] 

NEOLITHS EHILNOST NEOLITH, ancient stone implement [n] 

NEOLOGIC CEGILNOO NEOLOGY, new word or phrase [adj] 

NEOMORPH EHMNOOPR type of biological structure [n -S] 

NEOMYCIN CEIMNNOY antibiotic drug [n -S] 

NEONATAL AAELNNOT NEONATE, newborn child [adj] 

NEONATES AEENNOST NEONATE, newborn child [n] 

NEOPAGAN AAEGNNOP one who practices modern form of paganism [n -S] 

NEOPHYTE EEHNOPTY novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

NEOPLASM AELMNOPS tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S] 

NEOPRENE EEENNOPR synthetic rubber [n -S] 

NEOTENIC CEEINNOT NEOTENY, attainment of sexual maturity in larval stage [adj] 

NEOTERIC CEEINORT modern author [n -S] 

NEOTYPES EENOPSTY NEOTYPE, specimen of species [n] 

NEPENTHE EEEHNNPT drug that induces forgetfulness [n -S] 

NEPHRISM EHIMNPRS ill health caused by kidney disease [n -S] 

NEPHRITE EEHINPRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

NEPHRONS EHNNOPRS NEPHRON, excretory unit of kidney [n] 

NEPOTISM EIMNOPST favoritism shown to relative [n -S] 

NEPOTIST EINOPSTT one who practices nepotism (favoritism shown to relative) [n -S] 

NERDIEST DEEINRST NERDY, socially inept [adj] 

NEREIDES DEEEINRS NEREIS, marine worm [n] 

NERVIEST EEINRSTV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

NERVINES EEINNRSV NERVINE, soothing medicine [n] 

NERVINGS EGINNRSV NERVING, type of veterinary operation [n] 

NERVULES EELNRSUV NERVULE, nervure (vascular ridge on leaf) [n] 

NERVURES EENRRSUV NERVURE, vascular ridge on leaf [n] 

NESCIENT CEEINNST one who is ignorant [n -S] 

NESTABLE ABEELNST capable of being fitted closely within another container [adj] 

NESTFULS EFLNSSTU NESTFUL, as much as nest can hold [n] 

NESTLERS EELNRSST NESTLER, one that nestles (to lie snugly) [n] 

NESTLIKE EEIKLNST resembling nest [adj] 
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NESTLING EGILNNST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] / young bird [n -S]  

NESTMATE AEEMNSTT bird sharing nest with another [n -S] 

NETBALLS ABELLNST NETBALL, team game similar to basketball [n] 

NETBOOKS BEKNOOST NETBOOK, small portable computer [n] 

NETIZENS EEINNSTZ NETIZEN, frequent user of Internet [n] 

NETROOTS ENOORSTT political activists at basic level of society who communicate via Internet [n NETROOTS] 

NETSUKES EEKNSSTU NETSUKE, button-like fixture on Japanese clothing [n] 

NETSURFS EFNRSSTU NETSURF, to browse Internet for information [v] 

NETTABLE ABEELNTT capable of being netted [adj] 

NETTIEST EEINSTTT NETTY, resembling net [adj] 

NETTINGS EGINNSTT NETTING, net [n] 

NETTLERS EELNRSTT NETTLER, one that nettles (to make angry) [n] 

NETTLIER EEILNRTT NETTLY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

NETTLING EGILNNTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NETWORKS EKNORSTW NETWORK, to cover with or as if with crossing lines [v] 

NEUMATIC ACEIMNTU NEUME, sign used in musical notation [adj] 

NEURALLY AELLNRUY NEURAL, pertaining to nervous system [adv] 

NEURAXON AENNORUX part of neuron [n -S] 

NEURINES EEINNRSU NEURINE, ptomaine poison [n] 

NEURITIC CEIINRTU one affected with neuritis [n -S] 

NEURITIS EIINRSTU inflammation of nerve [n -TIDES, -ES] 

NEUROMAS AEMNORSU NEUROMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

NEURONAL AELNNORU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [adj] 

NEURONES EENNORSU NEURONE, neuron (basic cellular unit of nervous system) [n] 

NEURONIC CEINNORU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [adj] 

NEUROSAL AELNORSU NEUROSIS, type of emotional disturbance [adj] 

NEUROSES EENORSSU NEUROSIS, type of emotional disturbance [n] 

NEUROSIS EINORSSU type of emotional disturbance [n -SES] 

NEUROTIC CEINORTU one affected with neurosis [n -S] 

NEURULAE AEELNRUU NEURULA, vertebrate embryo [n] 

NEURULAR AELNRRUU NEURULA, vertebrate embryo [adj] 

NEURULAS AELNRSUU NEURULA, vertebrate embryo [n] 

NEUSTONS ENNOSSTU NEUSTON, aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n] 

NEUTERED DEEENRTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NEUTRALS AELNRSTU NEUTRAL, one that is impartial [n] 

NEUTRINO EINNORTU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NEUTRONS ENNORSTU NEUTRON, subatomic particle [n] 

NEWBORNS BENNORSW NEWBORN, recently born infant [n] 

NEWCOMER CEEMNORW one that has recently arrived [n -S] 

NEWFOUND DEFNNOUW newly found [adj] 

NEWLYWED DEELNWWY person recently married [n -S] 

NEWSBEAT ABEENSTW news source that reporter is assigned to cover [n -S] 

NEWSBOYS BENOSSWY NEWSBOY, boy who delivers or sells newspapers [n] 

NEWSCAST ACENSSTW news broadcast [n -S] 

NEWSDESK DEEKNSSW department that receives late-breaking news [n -S] 

NEWSFEED DEEEFNSW service that provides news articles for distribution [n -S] 

NEWSGIRL EGILNRSW girl who delivers or sells newspapers [n -S] 
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NEWSHAWK AEHKNSWW newspaper reporter [n -S] 

NEWSIEST EEINSSTW NEWSY, full of news [adj] 

NEWSLESS EELNSSSW having no news [adj] 

NEWSPEAK AEEKNPSW deliberately ambiguous language [n -S] 

NEWSREEL EEELNRSW short movie presenting current events [n -S] 

NEWSROOM EMNOORSW room where news is gathered [n -S] 

NEWSWIRE EEINRSWW news agency that transmits news copy to subscribers [n -S] 

NEWWAVER AEENRVWW member of new-wave movement [n -S] 

NEXTDOOR DENOORTX located in next building or room [adj] 

NGULTRUM GLMNRTUU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S] 

NIAGARAS AAAGINRS NIAGARA, outpouring or deluge [n] 

NIBBLERS BBEILNRS NIBBLER, one that nibbles (to eat with small bites) [n] 

NIBBLIES BBEIILNS NIBBLY, small food item [n] 

NIBBLING BBGIILNN NIBBLE, to eat with small bites [v] 

NIBLICKS BCIIKLNS NIBLICK, golf club [n] 

NICENESS CEEINNSS quality of being nice (pleasing to senses) [n -ES] 

NICETIES CEEIINST NICETY, fine point or distinction [n] 

NICHROME CEHIMNOR trademark (alloy of nickel and chromium) [n -S] 

NICKELED CDEEIKLN NICKEL, to plate with nickel (metallic element) [v] 

NICKELIC CCEIIKLN pertaining to or containing nickel [adj] 

NICKERED CDEEIKNR NICKER, to neigh (to utter cry of horse) [v] 

NICKLING CGIIKLNN NICKLE, to nickel (to plate with nickel (metallic element)) [v] 

NICKNACK ACCIKKNN trinket [n -S] 

NICKNAME ACEIKMNN to give alternate name to [v -D, -MING, -S] 

NICOTINE CEIINNOT poisonous alkaloid in tobacco [n -S] 

NICOTINS CIINNOST NICOTIN, nicotine (poisonous alkaloid in tobacco) [n] 

NICTATED ACDEINTT NICTATE, to wink (to close and open one eye quickly) [v] 

NICTATES ACEINSTT NICTATE, to wink (to close and open one eye quickly) [v] 

NIDATING ADGIINNT NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIDATION ADIINNOT act of nidating (to become implanted in uterus) [n -S] 

NIDERING DEGIINNR coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

NIDIFIED DDEFIIIN NIDIFY, to nest (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [v] 

NIDIFIES DEFIIINS NIDIFY, to nest (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [v] 

NIELLIST EIILLNST one that niellos (to decorate with niello (black metallic substance)) [n -S] 

NIELLOED DEEILLNO NIELLO, to decorate with niello (black metallic substance) [v] 

NIFFERED DEEFFINR NIFFER, to barter (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [v] 

NIFFIEST EFFIINST NIFFY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

NIFTIEST EFIINSTT NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adj] 

NIGELLAS AEGILLNS NIGELLA, annual herb [n] 

NIGGARDS ADGGINRS NIGGARD, to act stingily [v] 

NIGGLERS EGGILNRS NIGGLER, one that niggles (to worry over petty details) [n] 

NIGGLIER EGGIILNR NIGGLY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

NIGGLING GGGIILNN NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] / petty or meticulous work [n -S] 

NIGHNESS EGHINNSS state of being nigh (near (situated within short distance)) [n -ES] 

NIGHTCAP ACGHINPT cap worn to bed [n -S] 

NIGHTIES EGHIINST NIGHTIE, nightgown [n] / NIGHTY [n] 

NIGHTJAR AGHIJNRT nocturnal bird [n -S] 
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NIGROSIN GIINNORS type of dye [n -S] 

NIHILISM HIIILMNS doctrine that denies traditional values [n -S] 

NIHILIST HIIILNST adherent of nihilism (doctrine that denies traditional values) [n -S] 

NIHILITY HIIILNTY state of being nothing [n -TIES] 

NILGHAIS AGHIILNS NILGHAI, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NILGHAUS AGHILNSU NILGHAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NIMBLEST BEILMNST NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NIMBUSED BDEIMNSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [adj] 

NIMBUSES BEIMNSSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [n] 

NINEBARK ABEIKNNR flowering shrub [n -S] 

NINEFOLD DEFILNNO nine times as great [adj] 

NINEPINS EIINNNPS NINEPIN, wooden pin used in bowling game [n] 

NINETEEN EEEINNNT number [n -S] 

NINETIES EEIINNST NINETY, number [n] 

NINJUTSU IJNNSTUU traditional Japanese method of spying [n -S] 

NINNYISH HIINNNSY NINNY, fool [adj] 

NIOBATES ABEINOST NIOBATE, chemical salt [n] 

NIOBITES BEIINOST NIOBITE, mineral columbite [n] 

NIOBIUMS BIIMNOSU NIOBIUM, metallic element [n] 

NIPPIEST EIINPPST NIPPY, sharp or biting [adj] 

NIRVANAS AAINNRSV NIRVANA, blessed state in Buddhism [n] 

NIRVANIC ACIINNRV NIRVANA, blessed state in Buddhism [adj] 

NITERIES EEIINRST NITERIE, nitery (nightclub) [n] / NITERY [n] 

NITINOLS IILNNOST NITINOL, alloy of nickel and titanium [n] 

NITPICKS CIIKNPST NITPICK, to fuss over petty details [v] 

NITPICKY CIIKNPTY tending to nitpick (to fuss over petty details) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

NITRATED ADEINRTT NITRATE, to treat with nitric acid [v] 

NITRATES AEINRSTT NITRATE, to treat with nitric acid [v] 

NITRATOR AINORRTT one that nitrates (to treat with nitric acid) [n -S] 

NITRIDED DDEIINRT NITRIDE, to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v] 

NITRIDES DEIINRST NITRIDE, to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v] 

NITRILES EIILNRST NITRILE, chemical compound [n] 

NITRITES EIINRSTT NITRITE, salt of nitrous acid [n] 

NITROGEN EGINNORT gaseous element [n -S] 

NITROLIC CIILNORT pertaining to class of acids [adj] 

NITROSYL ILNORSTY univalent radical [n -S] 

NITTIEST EIINSTTT NITTY, full of nits [adj] 

NIZAMATE AAEIMNTZ territory of nizam [n -S] 

NOBBIEST BBEINOST NOBBY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

NOBBLERS BBELNORS NOBBLER, one that nobbles (to disable racehorse) [n] 

NOBBLING BBGILNNO NOBBLE, to disable racehorse [v] 

NOBELIUM BEILMNOU radioactive element [n -S] 

NOBILITY BIILNOTY social class composed of nobles [n -TIES] 

NOBLEMAN ABELMNNO noble (person of high birth, rank, or title) [n -MEN] 

NOBLEMEN BEELMNNO NOBLEMAN, noble (person of high birth, rank, or title) [n] 

NOBLESSE BEELNOSS nobility (social class composed of nobles) [n -S] 

NOBODIES BDEINOOS NOBODY, unimportant person [n] 
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NOCTUIDS CDINOSTU NOCTUID, night-flying moth [n] 

NOCTULES CELNOSTU NOCTULE, large bat [n] 

NOCTUOID CDINOOTU NOCTUID, night-flying moth [adj] 

NOCTURNE CENNORTU musical composition [n -S] 

NOCTURNS CNNORSTU NOCTURN, religious service [n] 

NODALITY ADILNOTY state of being nodal (of nature of node) [n -TIES] 

NODDLING DDGILNNO NODDLE, to nod frequently [v] 

NODOSITY DINOOSTY state of being nodose (having nodes (swollen enlargement)) [n -TIES] 

NODULOSE DELNOOSU NODULE, small node [adj] 

NODULOUS DLNOOSUU NODULE, small node [adj] 

NOESISES EEINOSSS NOESIS, process of reason [n] 

NOGGINGS GGGINNOS NOGGING, type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n] 

NOISETTE EEINOSTT small round piece of meat [n -S] 

NOISIEST EIINOSST NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

NOMADISM ADIMMNOS mode of life of nomad [n -S] 

NOMARCHS ACHMNORS NOMARCH, head of nome [n] 

NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

NOMBRILS BILMNORS NOMBRIL, point on heraldic shield [n] 

NOMINALS AILMNNOS NOMINAL, word used as noun [n] 

NOMINATE AEIMNNOT to name as candidate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NOMINEES EEIMNNOS NOMINEE, one that is nominated [n] 

NOMISTIC CIIMNOST NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [adj] 

NOMOGRAM AGMMNOOR type of graph [n -S] 

NOMOLOGY GLMNOOOY science of law [n -GIES] 

NONACIDS ACDINNOS NONACID, substance that is not acid [n] 

NONACTOR ACNNOORT person who is not actor [n -S] 

NONADULT ADLNNOTU person who is not adult [n -S] 

NONAGONS AGNNNOOS NONAGON, nine-sided polygon [n] 

NONARIES AEINNORS NONARY, group of nine [n] 

NONAVIAN AAINNNOV not related to birds [adj]  

NONBANKS ABKNNNOS NONBANK, business that is not bank [n] 

NONBASIC ABCINNOS not basic [adj] 

NONBEING BEGINNNO lack of being [n -S] 

NONBLACK ABCKLNNO one that is not black [n -S] 

NONBOOKS BKNNOOOS NONBOOK, book of little literary merit [n] 

NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj] 

NONCLASS ACLNNOSS lack of class [n -ES] 

NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging (to adhere closely) [adj] 

NONCOLAS ACLNNOOS NONCOLA, beverage that is not cola [n] 

NONCOLOR CLNNOOOR lack of color [n -S] 

NONCOUNT CNNNOOTU not capable of being counted [adj] 

NONCRIME CEIMNNOR something that is not crime [n -S] 

NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S]  

NONELECT CEELNNOT not chosen (to take by preference) [adj] 

NONELITE EEILNNOT not belonging to elite group [adj] 

NONEMPTY EMNNOPTY not empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 
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NONENTRY ENNNORTY fact of not entering [n -RIES] 

NONEQUAL AELNNOQU one that is not equal [n -S] 

NONESUCH CEHNNOSU person or thing without equal [n -ES] 

NONEVENT EENNNOTV expected event that does not occur [n -S] 

NONFACTS ACFNNOST NONFACT, statement not based on fact [n] 

NONFATAL AAFLNNOT not fatal (causing or capable of causing death) [adj] 

NONFATTY AFNNOTTY not fatty (greasy; oily) [adj] 

NONFINAL AFILNNNO not being last [adj] 

NONFLUID DFILNNOU substance that is not fluid [n -S] 

NONFOCAL ACFLNNOO not focal (pertaining to focus (point at which rays converge or from which they diverge)) [adj] 

NONGLARE AEGLNNOR lack of glare (harsh brilliant light) [n -S] 

NONGREEN EEGNNNOR not green (of color of growing foliage) [adj] 

NONGUEST EGNNOSTU one who is not guest [n -S] 

NONGUILT GILNNOTU absence of guilt [n -S] 

NONHARDY ADHNNORY not hardy (very sturdy) [adj] 

NONHUMAN AHMNNNOU one that is not human [n -S] 

NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

NONIMAGE AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S] 

NONINERT EINNNORT not inactive (not active) [adj] 

NONIONIC CIINNNOO not ionic (pertaining to or using ions) [adj] 

NONISSUE EINNOSSU topic that is not controversial [n -S] 

NONJUROR JNNOORRU one who refuses to take required oath [n -S] 

NONLABOR ABLNNOOR not pertaining to labor [adj] 

NONLEAFY AEFLNNOY not having leaves [adj] 

NONLEGAL AEGLLNNO not legal [adj] 

NONLEVEL EELLNNOV not flat or even [adj] 

NONLIVES EILNNOSV NONLIFE, absence of life [n] 

NONLOCAL ACLLNNOO one that is not local [n -S] 

NONLOYAL ALLNNOOY not loyal (faithful to one's allegiance) [adj] 

NONLYRIC CILNNORY not lyrical (having form of song) [adj] 

NONMAJOR AJMNNOOR student who is not majoring in specified subject [n -S] 

NONMETAL AELMNNOT element that lacks metallic properties [n -S] 

NONMETRO EMNNOORT not metropolitan [adj] 

NONMODAL ADLMNNOO not modal (verb used with other verbs to express mood or tense) [adj] 

NONMONEY EMNNNOOY not involving money [adj] 

NONMORAL ALMNNOOR not pertaining to morals [adj] 

NONMUSIC CIMNNOSU inferior music [n -S] 

NONNASAL AALNNNOS not involving nose [adj] 

NONNAVAL AALNNNOV not naval (pertaining to ships) [adj] 

NONNOBLE BELNNNOO not noble (possessing qualities of excellence) [adj] 

NONNOVEL ELNNNOOV literary work that is not novel [n -S] 

NONOBESE BEENNOOS not obese (very fat) [adj] 

NONOHMIC CHIMNNOO not measured in ohms [adj] 

NONOWNER ENNNOORW one who is not owner [n -S] 

NONPAGAN AAGNNNOP one who is not pagan [n -S] 

NONPAPAL AALNNOPP not papal (pertaining to pope (head of Roman Catholic Church)) [adj] 

NONPARTY ANNOPRTY one not belonging to party [n -TIES] 
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NONPASTS ANNOPSST NONPAST, verb form that lacks inflection for past tense [n] 

NONPLAYS ALNNOPSY NONPLAY, theatrical work that is not play [n] 

NONPOINT INNNOOPT not occurring at definite single site [adj] 

NONPOLAR ALNNOOPR not polar [adj] 

NONPRINT INNNOPRT not involving printed material [adj] 

NONQUOTA ANNOOQTU not included in or subject to quota [adj] 

NONRATED ADENNORT not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

NONRIGID DGIINNOR not rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [adj] 

NONRIVAL AILNNORV unimportant rival [n -S] 

NONROYAL ALNNOORY not royal [adj] 

NONRURAL ALNNORRU not rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [adj] 

NONSENSE EENNNOSS behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd [n -S] 

NONSKEDS DEKNNOSS NONSKED, airline without scheduled flying times [n] 

NONSKIER EIKNNORS one that does not ski [n -S] 

NONSOLAR ALNNOORS not solar [adj] 

NONSOLID DILNNOOS substance that is not solid [n -S] 

NONSTICK CIKNNOST allowing of easy removal of cooked food particles [adj] 

NONSTOPS NNOOPSST NONSTOP, flight without stop en route [n] 

NONSTORY NNOORSTY insignificant news story [n -RIES] 

NONSTYLE ELNNOSTY style that is not identifiable [n -S] 

NONSUGAR AGNNORSU substance that is not sugar [n -S] 

NONSUITS INNOSSTU NONSUIT, to dismiss lawsuit of [v] 

NONTAXES AENNOSTX NONTAX, tax of little consequence [n] 

NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal (pertaining to tides) [adj] 

NONTITLE EILNNOTT pertaining to athletic contest in which title is not at stake [adj] 

NONTONAL ALNNNOOT lacking tonality (system of tones) [adj] 

NONTONIC CINNNOOT not based on first tone of scale [adj] 

NONTOXIC CINNOOTX something that is not toxic [n -S] 

NONTRUMP MNNOPRTU not having trump [adj] 

NONTRUTH HNNORTTU something that is not true [n -S] 

NONUNION INNNNOOU failure of broken bone to heal [n -S] 

NONUPLES ELNNOPSU NONUPLE, number nine times as great as another [n] 

NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban (pertaining to city (large town)) [adj] 

NONUSERS ENNORSSU NONUSER, one that is not user [n] 

NONUSING GINNNOSU not using (to put into service) [adj] 

NONVALID ADILNNOV not valid (based on evidence that can be supported) [adj] 

NONVIRAL AILNNORV not viral (pertaining to or caused by virus) [adj] 

NONVITAL AILNNOTV not vital (necessary to life) [adj] 

NONVOCAL ACLNNOOV one that does not involve voice [n -S] 

NONVOTER ENNOORTV one that does not vote [n -S] 

NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S] 

NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody (containing or resembling wood) [adj] 

NONWORDS DNNOORSW NONWORD, word that has no meaning [n] 

NONWOVEN ENNNOOVW fabric not made by weaving [n -S] 

NOODGING DGGINNOO NOODGE, to nag (to find fault incessantly) [v] 

NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] / NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

NOOKLIKE EIKKLNOO NOOK, corner, as in room [adj] 
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NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n] 

NOONINGS GINNNOOS NOONING, meal eaten at noon [n] 

NOONTIDE DEINNOOT noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOONTIME EIMNNOOT noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOPALITO AILNOOPT stem of nopal used as food [n -S] 

NORLANDS ADLNNORS NORLAND, region in north [n] 

NORMALCY ACLMNORY conformity with norm [n -CIES] 

NORMALLY ALLMNORY as rule; usually [adv] 

NORMANDE ADEMNNOR prepared with foods associated with Normandy [adj] 

NORMLESS ELMNORSS having no norm [adj] 

NORTENAS AENNORST NORTENA, style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n] 

NORTENOS ENNOORST NORTENO, inhabitant of northern Mexico [n] 

NORTHERN EHNNORRT person living in north [n -S] 

NORTHERS EHNORRST NORTHER, wind or storm from north [n] 

NORTHING GHINNORT movement toward north [n -S] 

NOSEBAGS ABEGNOSS NOSEBAG, feedbag (bag for feeding horses) [n] 

NOSEBAND ABDENNOS part of horse's bridle [n -S] 

NOSEDIVE DEEINOSV to go into sudden steep drop [v -D, -DOVE, -VING, -S] 

NOSEDOVE DEENOOSV NOSEDIVE, to go into sudden steep drop [v] 

NOSEGAYS AEGNOSSY NOSEGAY, bouquet (bunch of flowers) [n] 

NOSELESS EELNOSSS having no nose [adj] 

NOSELIKE EEIKLNOS resembling nose [adj] 

NOSINESS EINNOSSS quality of being nosy (unduly curious) [n -ES] 

NOSOLOGY GLNOOOSY classification of diseases [n -GIES] 

NOSTRILS ILNORSST NOSTRIL, external opening of nose [n] 

NOSTRUMS MNORSSTU NOSTRUM, medicine of one's own invention [n] 

NOTABLES ABELNOST NOTABLE, person of distinction [n] 

NOTARIAL AAILNORT pertaining to notary (public officer who certifies documents) [adj] 

NOTARIES AEINORST NOTARY, public officer who certifies documents [n] 

NOTARISE AEINORST to notarize (to certify through notary) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NOTARIZE AEINORTZ to certify through notary [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NOTATING AGINNOTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOTATION AINNOOTT system of symbols [n -S] 

NOTATORS ANOORSTT NOTATOR, one that notates (to put into notation) [n] 

NOTCHERS CEHNORST NOTCHER, one that notches (to make angular cut in) [n] 

NOTCHIER CEHINORT NOTCHY, having angular cuts [adj] 

NOTCHING CGHINNOT NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

NOTEBOOK BEKNOOOT book in which to write [n -S] 

NOTECARD ACDENORT card used for sending short messages [n -S] 

NOTECASE ACEENOST billfold (wallet (flat folding case)) [n -S] 

NOTELESS EELNOSST undistinguished (not distinguished (distinguish)) [adj] 

NOTELETS EELNOSTT NOTELET, small sheet of paper for informal letter [n] 

NOTEPADS ADENOPST NOTEPAD, number of sheets of paper glued together at one end [n] 

NOTHINGS GHINNOST NOTHING, absence of all quantity or magnitude [n] 

NOTICERS CEINORST NOTICER, one that notices (to become aware of) [n] 

NOTICING CGIINNOT NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

NOTIFIED DEFIINOT NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information) [v] 
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NOTIFIER EFIINORT one that notifies (to inform (to supply with information)) [n -S] 

NOTIFIES EFIINOST NOTIFY, to inform (to supply with information) [v] 

NOTIONAL AILNNOOT NOTION, general idea [adj] 

NOTORNIS INNOORST flightless bird [n NOTORNIS] 

NOTTURNI INNORTTU NOTTURNO, nocturne (musical composition) [n] 

NOTTURNO NNOORTTU nocturne (musical composition) [n -NI] 

NOUMENAL AELMNNOU NOUMENON, object of intellectual intuition [adj] 

NOUMENON EMNNNOOU object of intellectual intuition [n -ENA] 

NOUNALLY ALLNNOUY NOUN, word used to denote name of something [adv] 

NOUNLESS ELNNOSSU NOUN, word used to denote name of something [adj] 

NOUVELLE EELLNOUV style of French cooking [n -S] 

NOVALIKE AEIKLNOV NOVA, type of star [adj] 

NOVATING AGINNOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

NOVATION AINNOOTV substitution of new legal obligation for old one [n -S] 

NOVELISE EEILNOSV to novelize (to put into form of novel) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NOVELIST EILNOSTV writer of novels [n -S] 

NOVELIZE EEILNOVZ to put into form of novel [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NOVELLAS AELLNOSV NOVELLA, short novel [n] 

NOVERCAL ACELNORV pertaining to stepmother [adj] 

NOWADAYS AADNOSWY in these times [adv] 

NOWHERES EEHNORSW NOWHERE, nonexistent place [n] 

NUANCING ACGINNNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

NUBBIEST BBEINSTU NUBBY, having nubs [adj] 

NUBBLIER BBEILNRU NUBBLY, having nubbles [adj] 

NUBILITY BIILNTUY quality of being nubile (suitable for marriage) [n -TIES] 

NUBILOSE BEILNOSU nubilous (cloudy (overcast with clouds)) [adj] 

NUBILOUS BILNOSUU cloudy (overcast with clouds) [adj] 

NUCELLAR ACELLNRU NUCELLUS, essential part of plant ovule [adj] 

NUCELLUS CELLNSUU essential part of plant ovule [n -LLI] 

NUCLEASE ACEELNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

NUCLEATE ACEELNTU to form into nucleus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUCLEINS CEILNNSU NUCLEIN, protein found in nuclei [n] 

NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S] 

NUCLEOLE CEELLNOU part of nucleus [n -S] 

NUCLEOLI CEILLNOU nucleoles (part of nucleus) [n NUCLEOLI] 

NUCLEONS CELNNOSU NUCLEON, subatomic particle [n] 

NUCLIDES CDEILNSU NUCLIDE, species of atom [n] 

NUCLIDIC CCDIILNU NUCLIDE, species of atom [adj] 

NUDENESS DEENNSSU nudity (state of being nude (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

NUDICAUL ACDILNUU having leafless stems [adj] 

NUDITIES DEIINSTU NUDITY, state of being nude (being without clothing or covering) [n] 

NUDNICKS CDIKNNSU NUDNICK, nudnik (annoying person) [n] 

NUDZHING DGHINNUZ NUDZH, to noodge (to nag (to find fault incessantly)) [v] 

NUGATORY AGNORTUY having no power [adj] 

NUISANCE ACEINNSU source of annoyance [n -S] 

NUMBERED BDEEMNRU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NUMBERER BEEMNRRU one that numbers (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S] 
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NUMBFISH BFHIMNSU fish capable of emitting electric shocks [n -ES] 

NUMBNESS BEMNNSSU state of being numb (lacking sensation) [n -ES] 

NUMBNUTS BMNNSTUU offensive term [n -ES] 

NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUMERACY ACEMNRUY ability to understand basic mathematics [n -CIES] 

NUMERALS AELMNRSU NUMERAL, symbol that expresses number [n] 

NUMERARY AEMNRRUY pertaining to numbers [adj] 

NUMERATE AEEMNRTU to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUMERICS CEIMNRSU NUMERIC, numeral (symbol that expresses number) [n] 

NUMEROUS EMNORSUU many (consisting of or amounting to large number) [adj] 

NUMINOUS IMNNOSUU supernatural [adj] 

NUMMIEST EIMMNSTU NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUMMULAR ALMMNRUU shaped like coin [adj] 

NUMSKULL KLLMNSUU dunce (stupid person) [n -S] 

NUNATAKS AAKNNSTU NUNATAK, mountain peak completely surrounded by glacial ice [n] 

NUNCHAKU ACHKNNUU Japanese weapon [n -S] 

NUNCHUCK CCHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S]  

NUNCHUKS CHKNNSUU NUNCHUK, nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n] 

NUPTIALS AILNPSTU NUPTIAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 

NURSINGS GINNRSSU NURSING, profession of one who nurses [n] 

NURSLING GILNNRSU infant (child in earliest stages of life) [n -S] 

NURTURAL ALNRRTUU pertaining to process of nurturing [adj] 

NURTURED DENRRTUU NURTURE, to nourish (to sustain with food) [v] 

NURTURER ENRRRTUU one that nurtures (to nourish (to sustain with food)) [n -S] 

NURTURES ENRRSTUU NURTURE, to nourish (to sustain with food) [v] 

NUTATING AGINNTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation (oscillatory movement of axis of rotating body) [v] 

NUTATION AINNOTTU oscillatory movement of axis of rotating body [n -S] 

NUTBROWN BNNORTUW of dark brown [adj] 

NUTCASES ACENSSTU NUTCASE, crazy person [n] 

NUTGALLS AGLLNSTU NUTGALL, gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n] 

NUTGRASS AGNRSSTU perennial herb [n -ES] 

NUTHATCH ACHHNTTU small bird [n -ES] 

NUTHOUSE EHNOSTUU insane asylum [n -S] 

NUTMEATS AEMNSTTU NUTMEAT, edible kernel of nut [n] 

NUTMEGGY EGGMNTUY NUTMEG, aromatic seed used as spice [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

NUTPICKS CIKNPSTU NUTPICK, device for extracting kernels from nuts [n] 

NUTRIENT EINNRTTU nourishing substance [n -S] 

NUTSEDGE DEEGNSTU nutgrass (perennial herb) [n -S] 

NUTSHELL EHLLNSTU shell of nut [n -S] 

NUTSIEST EINSSTTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj] 

NUTTINGS GINNSTTU NUTTING, act of gathering nuts [n] 

NUTWOODS DNOOSTUW NUTWOOD, nut-bearing tree [n] 

NUZZLERS ELNRSUZZ NUZZLER, one that nuzzles (to push with nose) [n] 

NUZZLING GILNNUZZ NUZZLE, to push with nose [v] 

NYLGHAIS AGHILNSY NYLGHAI, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

NYLGHAUS AGHLNSUY NYLGHAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 
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NYMPHEAN AEHMNNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHETS EHMNPSTY NYMPHET, young nymph [n] 

NYMPHING GHIMNNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

NYSTATIN AINNSTTY antibiotic [n -S] 
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